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News Release
March 1, 1994
Contact: Candace Stuart

FOR CARDINALS, RED COLORING MAY MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN BEING A LOVEBIRD AND BEING A CUCKOLD
DAYTON, Ohio-- Red is the color of my true love ' s plumage -- if I'm a cardinal,
that is. And redder may mean better, according to a biologist at the University of Dayton
who is studying the relationships of diet, color and mate choice in cardinals.
Both male and female cardinals may use their scarlet feathers and bright orange bills
as sexual beacons -- signals to suitors that they are fit, successful foragers and good providers
-- when they select mates and begin breeding in March, theorizes Randall Breitwisch, an
associate professor and behavioral ecologist at UD. He is testing that idea in a three- year
project that includes dyeing pale birds a deeper red or bright birds a duskier hue to see if
color alters the behavior of their mates or their neighbors.
"Our hypothesis is that a cardinal with brighter plumage may be a ' high quality' bird,
and hence a more desirable mate, either because plumage brilliance honestly signals the bird' s
abilities or simply because bright birds produce bright children who are also desirable as
~

mates," Breitwisch says.
Male cardinals range from a dull red to bright red and females, although perceived as
brownish, also sport red feathers on their unclerwing, upper breast and crest. Both sexes havt!
orange-red beaks that vary in brilliance. Breitwisch attributes this variation in feather and
beak color to diet, particularly to fruit s that contain red pigments called carotenoids.
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Breitwisch has noted behaviors in cardinals that support his hypothesis. Male
cardinals display their bright upper breast feathers during courtship. That display may
convince females, who depend on their mates for food during nest building, incubation and
early nestling periods, that their suitor is a good provider.
Since both mates feed their fledglings, the male may also glean from the females'
bright markings that she, too, is a good forager and fit mother.
"I think it (mate choice) may work in both directions," Breitwisch says. "I would be
surprised if it turns out th<o.t males are completely passive in their acceptance of females. It's

probably more complex than that."
Gary Ritchison, a biology professor at Eastern Kentucky University who has studied
cardinal mating strategies for about 10 years, says that Breitwisch's work may shed light on
the little-understood area of sexual selection in monogamous species, some of which mate for
life. Brightly colored males often occur in promiscuous and polygynous species where the
males compete for mates but don't necessarily help raise the young.
For three years, Breitwisch and graduate students have studied cardinals' parental
roles, nesting success and plumage variation at the Aullwood Audubon Center and Farm near
Dayton. This spring they will continue that work, banding and monitoring 15 to 25 more
pairs and collecting blood from cardinal families to test for health and parentage (although
appare~ttly

monogamous, cardinals sometimes engage in extramarital trysts, and researchers

want to know how often and with which neighbors); and assess the carotenoid content in
feathers and food sources in the cardinals' territories.
In the laboratory, researchers will conduct diet tests to see if birds that eat carotenoidrich foods or carotenoid supplements have redder feathers, and run videotaped mate-choice
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tests to see how males and females react to bright or dull suitors. "On what basis are females
and males choosing? I don't think we fully understand the process," Breitwisch says.
Based on the lab results, Breitwisch will decide which birds to dye and release them in
the field during the spring mating season to assess under natural conditions if and how their
ersatz plumage affects mates and neighbors.
Despite their popularity and easy identification, cardinals are a difficult spec ies to
study, Breitwisch and Ritchison say. The birds are hard to track in their habitat, which is
generally edges of woodlands, towns and cities; have a long breeding period, from March
through September; build up to six nests a year, with most falling prey to enemies before the
young mature; are tough to net; and once tagged, can gnaw off bands with their sharp beaks.
"I've been impressed by how little has been published about cardinals," says
Breitwisch, who has three research papers on cardinals submitted to scholarly journals and has
published papers on the northern mockingbird, a species similar to the cardinal. His work
also has appeared in Natural History and other popular publications.
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